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1. Google’s Python Class

This is a free class provided by the developers at Google. It includes written materials, lecture videos, and lots of code

exercises to practice Python coding.

https://t.co/fzyTym5m6p

2. Introduction to Data Science using Python

This course, will help understand the basics of data science and analytics as well as how to use Python and scikit-learn. The

course will show you what data science is and how is it used.

https://t.co/yaR2IRfZCA

3. Data Science, #MachineLearning , Data Analysis, Python & R

This course has been designed by data scientists to help you learn complex theory, algorithms, and Python libraries.

https://t.co/dbESJ93JHP

4. MatPlotLib with Python

This course has been designed for those who want to learn ways to visually display data. With over 58 lectures and 6 hours

of content, this course covers almost every major chart that Matplotlib is capable of providing.

https://t.co/wjFoZvQEdE

5. Data Science with Analogies, Algorithms and Solved Problems 
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This course will help you learn complex theory, algorithms and coding libraries in a simple way. With every tutorial, you will

gain new skills and enhance your understanding of this field. 

 

https://t.co/piKn0ylPoC

6. Machine Learning In Python

In this e-book, you will learn essential techniques of machine learning in predictive analysis using Python. The topic includes

predictive model building, writing ensemble methods using Python, working with data and lot more

https://t.co/kAO00theZ3

7. Machine Learning With Python

This tutorial provides a quick introduction to Python and its libraries like NumPy, SciPy, pandas, Matplotlib, and explains how

it can be applied to develop machine learning algorithms that solve real-world problems.

https://t.co/YFLMwgo5ej

8. Modern Machine Learning in Python

Here, you will learn the basics of Python and machine learning and why Python is needed for performing machine learning

tasks.

https://t.co/HA3HD4Z6kY

9. Python for Data Science

This free Python course provides a beginner-friendly introduction to Python for Data Science. This will kickstart your learning

of Python for data science, as well as programming in general.

https://t.co/hVYVJH57eP
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